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How the Red Lantern Missile is
different from the main cannon. Red

Lantern Missiles are direct fire
weapons used by the Chromedome.
They are, according to the wiki, "a
weapon appearing primarily in the

Gold Light and Silver Light
expansions, and are launched from the
base of the Spear of Light. They both
fire on a cone shape, mirroring that of
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the main cannon." As the name
indicates, the missiles are covered in
red paint, unlike the canon cannon

which is covered in silver, so they are
easier to see than the cannon. Unused
Red Lantern Missile Artwork by Zulu

Background Story In the Rodian
version, the Red Lantern Missiles

were used as a guard against massive
Korrasami and Harvesting operations.

They are also used by the Green
Lanterns, who use them against the

Dark Lanterns. Urinet (Yondu's wife)
is an artist who builds custom lasers

and red lantern missiles for
Korrasami. Red Lantern Missiles
never have their effects appear in-
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game in the Gold or Silver Light
expansions. Video [00:36] Game

Design Philosophy The Red Lantern
Missile is a double-use offensive and

defensive weapon. In the basic
version, the Red Lantern Missile is
intended to be used to defend the

base. They are launched by a Spear of
Light. The red paint covering the

missiles makes them easier to see than
the cannon. When Red Lantern

Missiles are fired, they will not cause
any damage to the base's enemy units.
They will, however, take damage from

their enemies. The Red Lantern
Missile is not meant to be a ranged
defensive unit that is only used in
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defense. Instead, the Red Lantern
Missile is meant to be used

offensively against enemy units while
the base is being attacked by a

Harvesting attack. The Gold version
of the Red Lantern Missile is more
focused on offense. It has red paint-

splotches that replace the main
cannon, and make the missiles easier
to see. However, in both versions, the

Red Lantern Missile will launch
alongside the cannon. The Space

Speeder named Red Lantern Rocket,
however, does not have a Red Lantern
Missile. This version can only be used

in Defense mode. The Gold Light
version of the Red Lantern Missile is
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more interesting. Its missile is still red,
but its paint is only splotches that

make it easier to see. Additionally, it
fires twin missiles instead of
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